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Psychoacoustics
The study of the perception of sound. This includes how we listen, our
psychological responses, and the physiological impact of music and sound
on the human nervous system.

A simple Formula of Psychoacoustic
Applications according to J. Leeds
High? Low?
Fast. . .or  Slow?
A-c-t-i-v-e or Passive?

These are things to listen and see,
When we're usins music intentionallv.
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Shifting the Sound Paradigm
. Sound and music are "nutrients" for the nervous system.
. The auditory mechanism is a mega-portal to the brain.
' Sonic tools are holistic and can empower health, learning, and productivity,
revive the spirit, transform the emotions.
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Primary Components of Psychoacoustic Music
1. Intentionality

2. Resonance (Tone)

3. Entrainment (Rhythm)

4. Pattern Identification (Active listening / Passive hearing)

5. Sonic Neurotechnologies (Binaural f..q., Filtration/gating)



Entrainment
. Mutual phase-locking of two oscillators.
. The process whereby an external, periodic rhythm speeds up or slows
down our major body pulses.
. The rhythmic manifestation of resonance.
. Resonance is passive in nature; entrainment is active.

Music alters the performance of the nervous system primarily because of
entrainment.

The Physics Of Entrainment
. The resonance rule
. The power rule
. The consistency rule

Thanks to F. Holmes Atwater / The Monroe Institute (Page 40 / The Power of Sound)
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Major Body Pulses
. Brainwaves
. Heart rate
. Breath
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Processing of Sound affects:
. Hearing
. Listening
. Vestibular integration
. Proprioception (the process by which the body canvary muscle
contraction in immediate response to incoming information regarding
external forces)
. Social interactiveness
. Emotional connectedness
. Receptive/Expressive language
. Vocal production
. Body stabilization
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Pattern Identification
. Active Listening ' Passive Hearing
(middle ear function engaged) (brain habituation mode)

. Stimulating . De-Stimulating
(feeding the nervous system) (removing stimulus)

. "Charging" '"Discharging"
(using treble spectrum to stimulate) (using bass spectrum to de-stimulate)

Active Listening Techniques
. Create random sonic events: Gating (amplitude), Dynamic panning, Sonic isometrics
. Complexity of music or soundtrack
. Filtration of lower frequencies
. Contours to break habituation: Rhythm, amplitude, stereo placement

Passive Hearing Techniques
. Create Habituation . Decreasing complexity
. Predictability . Periodicity
. Consonance 'ISO principle
. Simplicity of music
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Anatomy of Psychoacoustic Music Creation Summary

Intention: What do you want to accomplish?

Choice of music: Intended audience? What kind of music is apropos?

Entrainment: Creating pulse in music; being a rhythmic escort.

Resonance: High frequencies charge; too many low frequencies discharge.

Simplified melody lines: Does the arrangement serve?

Sonic isometrics: Alternating simple and complex auditory data to the brain.

Contours: Using rhythm, amplitude, and stereo placement to break
habituation.

Nature sounds: Tremendous value; take the time to do rieht!

Sonic neurotechnologies: What serves? Who will you collaborate with?

In the application of psychoacoustic principles, think:
. Intentionality,resonance, entrainment,patternidentification, sonic

neurotechnologies.
o What brainwave state is most conducive to a particular activity?

Beta: fast and high; delta: slow and low.
. Use common sense and conscious recognition.
. Think about subtle distinctions.

' Think sonic alchemy.
. Remember the cornerstone of psychoacoustic orientation:
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